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I’ve no idea what “Spurious Purple” means.  

The colour and mood of the title just seemed to fit 2016 the same way “curious 

yellow” and “curious blue” fitted ‘60s colour and mood. 

Beginning as ‘50s collective painting sketched as an international mural of 

abstract left-bank existentialisms.  

Then a collective falling out as one individual’s figurative cartoon became 

another’s existential threat. The world turned upside down in 2016. 

From All Fools’ Day to Leonard Cohen’s passing and confidence-man’s 

masquerade on November 7 

 

 

This e-Publication runs from June 24 shots to final shot Nov 7th, no. 072 

 

 

 

Michael J Weller December 2016  



Spurious Purple no. 33 1⁄3 
technological breakdown (1) 

  
 
 
 
 
Yesterday the present writer was unable to tech SPURIOUS PURPLE no. 034 
onto (site under construction) homebaked.uk’s multiscreen – a viewing 
platform used for serial shots since no. 001. 
  
The writer was further unable to amend PDF date from “June 23 2016” to 
today’s 24/6/16 wellerversal e-shot “ultimate legend”.  
  
Techie Mick is endeavouring to continue SPURIOUS PURPLE free of charge to 
seventy-or-so random folks remaining on MJ Weller’s contact list. At this 
hurried moment Spurious Purple’s headshell is skating on run-out groove vinyl.  
  
... serial nos, log days, dates & times trekked/like “Captain Stelling” on a 
cardboard Enterprise pretending to be Captain Kirk/yet going no further than 
Penge ...   ...   ... 
  
To those who’ve commented or responded since no. 000 -- or rescued e-shots 
from folders-full-of-Mick spam – thank you.  
  
... the divine world broke up leaving an infinite expanse of space/a mysterious 
nebula occupied by the strangest creatures ... 
  
  
Cheers 
Mike 
(HomeBaked MIchael John Weller) 
  
info@homebakedbooks.co.uk  
 

http://homebakedbooks.uk/
https://irp-cdn.multiscreensite.com/11aba95c/files/uploaded/Spurious%20Purple%20no.%20000.pdf
mailto:info@homebakedbooks.co.uk


Spurious Purple 
“ultimate legend” 

 

 

 

“Mike Weller”’s poetry cartoon from closing pages of Space Opera no. 1 “Ultimate Legend” (March 1997) 

 

serial shot no. 034   

HomeBaked Michael John Weller June 24 2016 



Spurious Purple no. 035 
@wellerversal,  Monday, July 11th 2016 

 
 
It’s over a fortnight since Spurious Purple serial shots experienced a technological 
breakdown, beginning June 23 2016 (Social Reality Earthtime) and exacerbated by a sudden 
refusal of the email provider to send shots to multiple recipients because its subject title has 

been rendered suspicious    
  
Sorry, weâ€™ve identified a number of outgoing emails from your email provider as spam  
  

MJ’s techie character Mick -- being a conspiracy theorist -- believes meltdown has occurred 
because spooky agents are interfering with the modern world by changing virtual realities.  

  
Hat...at...at...at...at... who’d believe that? Despite character Mick’s irrational delusions he’s 

working with tech professionals for successful wellerversal display and viewing solutions.    
  

For concrete realists -- instant URL links may be displayed on some devices and instructions 
to open PDF files displayed on others. The latter is neither intended nor satisfactory, so if 

you don’t want to receive more serial shots simply reply SPURIOUS CANCEL in the subject 
bar.  

  
The present writer will not be offended! 

  
Drop in or out anytime.  
  

Recipients who ❤ e-shots nos. 1-33 (and there don’t appear to be any device problems with 
these earlier links) can test viewing availability of June 24’s SPURIOUS PURPLE nos. 331⁄3 & 
34 at “(site under construction)” here.  
  
Lost but not lost.  
  
Broken links sometimes mended. 

  
Mike 

(HomeBaked MIchael John Weller) 
  

info@homebakedbooks.co.uk  
  
 

 

http://homebakedbooks.uk/
mailto:info@homebakedbooks.co.uk


Spurious Purple 
complete “zinetales” 2012-2014 as “social reality” 

 
 

 

serial shot no. 036   

HomeBaked Michael John Weller July 13 2016 



Spurious Purple 
photo-strip collage lands in the scan 

 

serial shot no. 037 

HomeBaked Michael John Weller July 15 2016 



Spurious Purple no. 038 
technological breakdown (2) 

Although technical problems displaying and viewing SPURIOUS PURPLE serial shots on most 
devices is now solved: difficulties sending and receiving has increased since June 24 2016 -- 
the date Google’s “red padlock alert” began appearing next to SPURIOUS PURPLE e-shots in 
the present writer’s own wellerverse mailbox. 
 

 
Shots are being rejected by Google and BT. Multiple delivery failures end with coded flarf  
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Paranoid “the truth is out there” character Mick has, of course, interpreted this MIME 
coding as a personal message from the “Earth Corporation”. 
  
MJ Weller’s digital SPURIOUS PURPLE  translated from printed bookworks ‘Mike Weller’s Space 

Opera’, ‘Slow Fiction’ and overture ‘Metrobolist’ will continue @wellerversal  metrobolist.com and 

(site under construction) wellerverse.com. 

  

  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

serial shot no. 038 

HomeBaked Michael John Weller July 18 2016 
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Spurious Purple 
“spurious purples” 

Twenty years ago middle-aged Mike Weller started drawing a fictional self-

portrait of his life as a young comic-book artist thirty years before that! 

Fifty years on character Mike Weller is an oldie employed as Earth Corporation 

Wireless, Telephony and Television cultural worker no. 136804 -- designated to 

Team memory & reminiscence; to Team happiness & wellbeing; to Team 

humanities & secularization; and to Team protest, insurrection & subversion. 

EarthCo’s Team-Merge is conceived by technocrat character Alpha Zee.  

Mike, believing Zee’s futuristic research beyond EarthCo’s late capitalism holds 

a nine-notched Key to ultimate socialist reality, begins a hidden fiction-within-

fiction titled “spurious purples” – secretly wishing Zee’s vision goes wrong so 

he can hang up his drawing board and put away his Font Writer for good! 

Then things in EarthCo’s futuristic cartoon reality start going horribly right. 

  

 Space Opera no. 1 back cover “Ultimate Legend” (March 1997)  

serial shot no. 039 

HomeBaked Michael John Weller July 28 2016 



Spurious Purple  

 

 

 

 
serial shot no. 040 

HomeBaked Michael John Weller July 31 2016 



Spurious Purple 
“Keep writing the fiction” 

 

Kevin Harris, head of Grime Cartoon Fiction at Addingcombe’s Grunge Hill 

Secondary plans Kindle serial for students to publish. 

Panel 1: Grunge Hill school library, post-internet mausoleum of stained paper 

and locusts.  

Shots of prose & linguistically innovative poetry: 

In spurious purple colours all Fifth Grade students at Grunge Hill are dead 

fictions just as Harris is dead character fiction-within-fiction. Harris only got 

work at Grunge dying in high anxiety fire and psychotic stressmess over 

creative writing classes at his old Ravens Claw Academy job.  

WE ARE YOUNG WE ARE DEAD Grunge Hill’s motto v Ravens Claw motto 

HEROES IN AETERNUM.  

Basic plotline -- war of fiction dead against poetry live indigested by character 

Mick’s live kid doc DJ’s pals Yar Mouth & Gor Leston chewing over _ Venice ,. 

mong  

That’s 

Venice ,. mong  

Grunge Hill student poet Ditte Scarlan didn’t die suffocating inside Ravens Claw 

cartoon masques of herself. no no no 

Grunge Hill student Emily Charlotte Brambling didn’t die riding her 

seventeenth century Ravens Claw cello back to its luthier. No way 

Grunge Hill student Glenford Three didn’t die pissing in a lift during a 

thirteenth floor Croydon Kid Doctor Clinic (KDC) benefits assessment. No, 

captain. 

https://irp-cdn.multiscreensite.com/11aba95c/files/uploaded/7E9IozezS3mzUGTGFeZi_Spurious%20Purple%20%28grime%20cartoon%20fiction%29%20no.%20031.pdf


Grunge Hill student Too-2 Queue One-Three didn’t die of gene mutation. No, 

no, no.  

Addingcombe’s superheroes v archvillain Great Mortido 

The Superheroes of Addingcombe fighting across generations cover strapline. 

Grunge Hill student BLANKӨ or blankӨ is located between thinking of writing 

and drawing and actual writing and drawing. Blanko is simply depicted 

phonemes B, L, A, N, K, O. Sometimes beautifully lettered by hand, machine 

applied symbol or cartoony scribble; sometimes just marks, smudges and 

stains hastily run off queuing for Lower End Addingcombe high street 

photocopier.  

B L A N K Ө -- constant mess ß concrete hurting joy isn’t dead blanko live one 

Addingcombe’s Kid Doctor Clinic premises move from EarthCo’s  high street 

KDC unit to Clearwater’s New Olympus Super Hospital. The dead landlord of 

Clearwater’s megamall Emphysema Arms pub described the multiplex’s 

EarthCo Leisure Centre as “death’s waiting room”. An observation, Mike Weller 

thought, not to be taken literally.  

Grunge Hill’s school library -- open to all Addingcombe tenants and residents 

living and dead (characters from long-ceased tv soaps & actors who played 

them, B-film actors from 30s, 40s, 50s & 60s b & w movies (beefcake studs & 

pretty starlets, failed novelist scriptwriters & novel scripts all made-up 

characters including characters still living in their dead heads) -- contains 

nothing but pulps, paperbacks, poetry, punk, sci-fi & queer VHS, workplace 

socialist bulletins, superhero comic fanzines & girls’ weeklies,  30s, 40s & 50s 

film annuals & pinup posters, 60 years Beano Dandy, The Magnet, Detective 

Weekly, adventures of Jeremy in the Daily Chronicle, folders-full-of-Mick, 

sticker albums, gig guides, tv choice & entertainment weeklies, vinyl & cassette 

mixtapes, manga comics, horror & anime VHS, porno jizmags from 20thcentury 

backstreet sex shops, US re/search, semiotext[e] & fourth dispatch collections, 

The Someday Funnies, Stelling’s 70s cOzmic comic no.3, Mike Weller’s Space 

Opera pamphlets & purple book, MJ’s Slow Fiction23 box, zinetales, 

Metrobolist5 (overture & Dedbrickton Oratorio), self- published print-on-

demand novels bottom of Amazon sales chart, and spiral-bound little press 



publications from Europe, China and USA liberated from archives of New 

Olympus University.  

Panel 2: 

 

Caption: 

Blank Ө paths “Keep writing the fiction” _ kev œVenice,.mong 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

And in slow fiction Sam ‘Captain’ Stelling’s second ‘The Superheroes of 

Kreiden’ cartoon strip appearing in distributed weekly FREE newspaper 

Croydon Reporter, February 17 2010 (Social Reality Earthtime). 



Scanned from anonymous  dossier (Site Under Construction): bookartobject 

made up of single sheets -- some double-sided; unsigned 2012_ undated, 

uncategorised, unbound_ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

serial shot no. 041 

HomeBaked Michael John Weller August 4 2016 



Spurious Purple 
A brief history of cartoon reality 

 

viEw55 pic by Catherine F 

From left: Marvel (Earth-1610) “Deadpool”; blankœ (anonymous) “V for_ 

Venice ,. mong”; “Pokémon-Go-Gadget–Go” (Inspector Pannifer).  

Three  Addingcombe cartoons drawn under Cosmic Squad Commander “Back-

to-the-Future” (Kid Doc Brown) supervision in the grounds of Clearwater Super 

Hospital’s new Kid Doctor Clinic unit. 

 

serial shot no. 042 

HomeBaked Michael John Weller August 9 2016 



Spurious Purple 
 

 

“Nobody--I repeat nobody--will listen to you--” 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Mike Weller’s character Pin-Eyed Ferryman scanned from Space Opera No. 10 “Alteration” (June 1999).  MJ’s 

fictional Mike is written and drawn into cosmic breakdown after arrest for unemployment without reason. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

serial shot no. 043 

HomeBaked Michael John Weller August 13 2016 



Spurious Purple 

 

Front cover scan Slow Science Fictions no. 3 (March 2007) becoming part of Slow Fiction: twenty-three tales in 

a box (2001-2010)  

 

serial shot no. 044 

HomeBaked Michael John Weller August 14 2016 



Spurious Purple> 
 

>Extracted from London Poetry Festival 2014 Birkbeck College programme detail > 

 

>first draft slow fiction explanatory>  

 



 

>slow fiction intro>  

 
 

 

 

 

 

 



 

>Slow Science Fictions no. 16’s “Fanzine Fiction” i l lustration (June 2008) became part of Slow Fiction: twenty -

three tales in a box (2001-2010)>between location for fi lm and fi lm itself this original artwork was transported 

between May 11 – May 12 2014 (Social Reality Earthtime) by Somnambulance Special to the John Robbins 

Limited Original Comic Art Gallery Addingcombe>  

 

 

> 
 

serial shot no. 045 

HomeBaked Michael John Weller August 15 2016 



Spurious Purple 

blank Ө                .,                                 intersexual knee up 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

serial shot no. 046 

HomeBaked Michael John Weller August 16 2016 



Spurious Purple 
Mike Weller’s badass eyes 

Evil resembles good to him whose mind the gods lead to misfortune 
and disaster.  
 

Bashar al-Assad was studying ophthalmology at London’s Western Eye Hospital 

in 1994 when character Mike Weller experienced visual disorders. 

Only a badass private eye would find “occultist” and “oculist” as coincidental 

between unconnected events like al-Assad training in the UK and Weller’s loss 

of vision due to an occlusion. And all because of a typo processing the word 

“oculist” on his Font Writer duplicating phonemes!  

Yet paranoid conspiracy theorist Mike Weller’s character was created by sane 

and rational Bromley writer-in-residence MJ through a technique of 

dissociative distancing; channelling from near and afar ancient Arabic & Greek 

poets, playwrights and philosophers, divined as comic fantasy Guardians of Life 

and Civilisation.  

Like Sophocles -- as written in Antigone  

τὸ κακό μοιάζει καλό σε αυτόν που το μυαλό τους θεούς να οδηγήσει σε 

δυστυχία και την καταστροφή. 

Because of brother Hassel’s death in a car crash, the seemingly apolitical 

Bashar al-Assad moved into his Ba’athist heir apparent presidential destiny 

written initially for the elder bro.  

MJ’s Mike Weller character in his earliest novel ‘The Doomed Boy’ was 

encouraged to draw at primary school because of a natural talent. Trained at 

secondary school in lettering and layout; apprenticed in London’s 1960s 

commercial art studios Weller had been written in technical school to train for 

apprenticeship in advertising and print.  



In MJ’s second novel ‘Island of Dreams’ set in fictional south London suburb 

Dedbrickton, character Mike Weller packs in commercial art and joins 

Dedbrickton Arts Lab -- opening up Mike’s gift for visual poetics. MJ’s Weller 

believed Dedbrickton Arts Lab an education better than any 1950s or 60s 

secondary school, English art school, British polytechnic, Oxbridge universities 

or US Ivy League colleges.  

MJ, Bromley’s conservative, jumped-up middle class writer-in-residence had 

written his militant working class socialist character “Mike” or “Mick” down 

since 1957; after his character won a scholarship to Roman Catholic grammar 

school, choosing instead Croydon technical school. But here he met and 

befriended future rock star John Dagger and modernist classical composer 

Roderick Nibayrks.  

All this time MJ was writing his Mike Weller character for a planned tetralogy 

of contemporary English novels set in fictional Dedbrickton. An urban district 

based on south London’s Lewisham and postwar Penge -- bomb-hit slum 

pocket of dormitory suburb Bromley.  

MJ, in the mode of George and Weedon Grossmith, wrote Weller as a 

suburban nobody living in the twentieth century.  MJ dramatized his Mike 

Weller character as spiritually doomed. Then MJ went on to write another 

fictional commercial artist character from Weller’s hometown. MJ’s Nick Muir 

achieved worldwide success among geeks for comic-book writing and 

illustration, leaving Mike drawing sci-fi comic fanzines for a hobby. To add 

insult to injury, MJ permitted Muir to use his Mike Weller as deadbeat Penge 

Cliff Richard lookalike character in a futuristic graphic eBook Muir produced 

entitled “Listen to Cliff”.   

MJ, using writer-illustrator Nick Muir as a character for his third novel ‘The 

Man Who drew Too Much’, successfully dramatized the contrast between 

impoverishment, failure, commercial success and notable acclaim. Muir, or Old 

Nick, MJ’s confidence-man character sampled from Herman Melville, 

succeeded in cruelly satirizing Weller’s obscurity as paranoid Penge conspiracy 

theorist and science-fiction flat earth fanatic.  

A sudden loss of ocular field vision caused Mike Weller’s meltdown. If he’d 

failed at comic art when he could see – how was he to succeed when he 



couldn’t. After six months Weller’s sight was partially restored with added 

visionary insight.  

He immediately saw his life written as a fiction by powerful alter-ego MJ. With 

supernatural powers Mike Weller could himself write and illustrate the final 

novel in MJ’s tetralogy. Mike Weller’s own ‘Space Opera’. 

Nobody could see the future better than an unremarkable character from 

Penge. Or as MJ copied from his 1611 Edition (Social Reality Earthtime) King 

James New Testament -- 

 prophet --  not without honour, but in his owne countrey, and among his owne 

kinne, and in his owne house. 

Loss of ocular vision brought Mike Weller to the attention of near-future Kid 

Doctor Clinics (KDCs). To its ophthalmologists, optometrists and opticians, 

demonstrating their clinical ability to see through Weller’s badass eyes better 

than he, enabled them to view, or so they believed, a New Communist Reality . 

So who sent Bashar al-Assad to train at Western Eye?  

The Earth Corporation -- an entity dark and powerful enough to cause fatal car 

crashes and give a good artist badass eyes.  

Mike Weller named his sinister entity “the Earth Corporation”. Not because he 

thought Western Eye was controlled by a conspiracy of Jewish bankers. On the 

contrary -- Mike thought world capitalism was retreating back into a 

Manichean Dark Age because of religious fanaticism and Stalinist 

communism’s malign influence. Weller rewrote MJ’s so-called ‘New Reality’  as 

a comic book series and his writer-in-residence, who believed comics trash, 

didn’t like them. He’d have Mike altered to fit the social reality of his fiction. 

During “alteration” to this New Communism at futuristic Kid Doctor Clinic: 

Mike met script-doctors determined to change the way he saw “reality”. 

Heading the team was KDC writer-in-residence MJ.  

The writer was an alternative take on Mike himself. Drawing a New Reality 

operated by political ophthalmologists from one-stop High Street KDC welfare, 

workfare and warfare clinics. 



Here was a story of Mike’s badass private eyes. And Mike had to write and 

draw it in time for the second millennium.  

A parallel secondary world was made to accommodate multiple fictions 

thrown up by conflicts at every level of self, politics, culture and society.  

From the bloody ridiculous to the cosmically sublime. 

Thought about since the mid-80s. 

Worked upon in the mid-90s.  

Serial parts collected as a purple artist’s book at the beginning of the twenty-

first century.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

serial shot no. 047 

HomeBaked Michael John Weller August 22  2016 



Spurious Purple 

 

Front cover scan Slow Science Fictions no. 21 (January 2009) becoming part of Slow Fiction: twenty -three tales 

in a box (2001-2010)  

serial shot no. 048 

HomeBaked Michael John Weller August 28 2016 



Spurious Purple 
70-year-old White Man 

Characters in fiction have little to do with poetry but MJ’s latest character, Mr 

Weller – is a caricature of local painters, loud versifiers, intensely bad 

performance artists, amateur actors and cobbled karaoke singers. 

Mr Weller is 70-year-old White Man. Mr Weller hangs around with Black grime 

artist BLANKO and other outsiders on Addingcombe’s Sinkmoor Estate.  

“blankœ” --  biro-marked, crayoned-in, phenome & phoneme written into 

walls of Addingcombe’s social housing estate. Mr Weller is a Mike Weller self-

caricature cartoon of a retiree entering his ‘old guy’ stage; after a 40s boomer 

birth; mixed-up-yet-happy 50s childhood; Oh! 60s youth – bliss was it -- 

pleasant exercise and all that; 70s hetero marriage & parental responsibility; 

80s state higher education for matures, free at point of delivery but followed 

by unemployment; 90s middle-aged turmoil on entering the dark wood; 

behaving naughtily in the noughties; the 20teens – here comes young-at-heart 

70-year-old White Man – “the older I get the better I was” says the t-shirt. 

Mr Weller is an addition to the soap cast of Wellerverse -- a fantasy 

micromulitverse populated by dwellers, sellers &  orwellers. 

Mick Weller’s first commission as a serious graphic artist was des igning a 

record sleeve for his friend, burgeoning British pop singer Ken Tapley.  

Mick got it right. Only thing was – when he found a style of graphic line Mick 

was determined to lose it. Just in case his style became recognized as ‘Mike 

Weller illustrations’ on the interweb and he became prisoner of an inimitable 

commercial drawing style he would end up being trapped by.  

It made him fearful -- wishing to change his name to something really arty and 

poetic like Miró d’Biró -- graphic entertainer.  

Mike’s pal, another ordinary suburban boy, Dedbrickton’s Ken Tapley, changed 

his name to John Dagger. Rock and pop god Dagger to rhyme with Mick Jagger. 



Mike Weller did a record sleeve ‘The Man Who Fell To Earth’ for his pal. A 

sleeve so horribly cartoonish it halted the career of Ken Tapley before Dagger’s 

rise to fame really began. Weller’s pop art sleeve, however, would later give 

Mick a small cartoon frame of notability.  

Same suburb. Same school. Same arty aspirations. So how did Mick Weller and 

Ken Tapley differ? And in what way? 

Here’s a tale -- the Divine Producer designed Kenneth Morris Tapley to be a 

great 16th and 17th century Shakespearean actor. An actor who went on to play 

the bad Lord Byron in the 18th , then Russian anarchist assassin Moses Stepniak 

in the 19th --  reborn as John Dagger in the 20th and 21s t centuries.  

And on passing, written in Gawwed’s (God-the-Angel-Who-Writes-Everything-

Down) book “Who’s Who of Everyone Who Ever Lived and Died” – Dagger 

joined the Guardians of Life and Civilisation after being made immortal by the 

Archangels, who renamed his plastic soul John Beyond.  

Mick Weller, on the other claw, was a doomed soul. Old Mick written by Old 

Nick in immanent time and space as ropey amateur Shakespearean actor for 

Addingcombe’s Amateur Dramatic Society (AADS). 

With his shape-shifting superhuman powers Dagger aka John Beyond is made 

eternal Style Guardian -- tenth Guardian joining Cartoon Guardian Hanthala 

Neda aka Nancy aka Charlie Hebdo (after The Duke of Hell’s continuing 

European atrocities) aka ninth Guardian of Life and Civilisation drawn in Penge 

and ink; joining the other eight -- Pythagoras, Mary or Murium, Diando, 

Aristophanes, Sappho, Sophocles, Dante and Beatrice. 

Mr Weller was written and drawn into magnificent failure by an alter-ego with 

a different world-view.  

Mick Weller created his own conceptual writer alter-ego. Character MJ who 

could author Mick into obscurity as pensioner character Mr Weller.  

Mick/Mike Weller played by Michael Weller, fought back after the monster got 

out. 

http://www.archiveofthenow.org/authors/?i=198&f=2255#2255


 

 

‘Portraits of the Cartoonist’ from Slow Science Fictions no. 16 (June 2008) became part of S low Fiction: twenty-

three tales in a box (2001-2010) 

 

serial shot no. 049 

HomeBaked Michael John Weller  September 4 2016 



Spurious Purple 

 

 



 

 

author’s own dirtied, scuffed, torn, taped-up first edition (September 2000) 

 

serial shot no. 050 

HomeBaked Michael John Weller September 11 2016 



Spurious Purple 
Lennard Road bus-stop 

 

Lennard Road bus-stop.  

This is the bus-stop character Mr Weller dings when travelling from Lewisham 

on the 194 or 75 route, getting off next stop Penge Lane. The stops are 

unusually close. One turn of a corner and passengers are in Penge Lane. The 

two bus-stops are so close drivers need a prompt bell to slow-down. 

Lennard Road – “sleepy suburb” the Croydon Reporter describes it.  

Retiree character Mr Weller was in Addingcombe, travelling dreamtime reality 

on the Somnambulance Special when the Duke of Hell struck this quiet 

residential road bordering boroughs of Bromley and Lewisham. Over thirty 

years ago the present writer cartooned a place named Dedbrickton, 

nullimaginatively located between two London boroughs. 

In the early afternoon of Wednesday August 31s t 2016, a stolen car, pursued by 

police vehicles, mounted the pavement by the Lennard Road bus-stop at such 

high speed it knocked down and ran over four children and an adult; two twins 

Niyah and Yahla; their cousin Eva: killing the twins’ younger 10-year-old 

brother and their aunt Rozanne Cooper, mother of Eva.  

The name of the small boy who lost his life is Makayah McDermott – a child 

actor who auditioned, the Croydon Reporter says, for a future television drama 

series set in the 50s. 

 

 

 

serial shot no. 051 

HomeBaked by Michael John Weller September 18 2016 



Spurious Purple 
Between location for film and filming ‘now here’s a 

tale with a happy ending’ from viEw55 

 

 

 

 

 

 

serial shot no. 052 

HomeBaked Michael John Weller September 19 2016 



Spurious Purple 
A New York “Mick Weller” and a disappearing President (1) 

 

 

It was with both concern and curiosity jobbing North American writer clone 

Mick Weller sought out reclusive Detective Inspector Pannifer.  

Retired English policeman Jim Pannifer solved weird, wonderful and 

mysterious secrets of the unknown. For this reason he was appointed head of 

EarthCo’s Compliance Unit – nicknamed “History Police” – the Cybercrime 

Intelligence Bureau of Investigation. 

Deep undercover transgendered police officers infiltrating “underground” 

liberation movements, kobalds or “kobots” and transhuman interspecies 

support groups. Historical police officers encouraged to have intimate 

relationships with prospective informants. 

Mick Weller wanted to know the whereabouts of his buddy Samuel L. Poitier; a 

former US President. Several years before Sam Poitier left the USA to join 

Michelle Y. Jolly -- a young woman Sam met and fell in love with on a European 

vacation in Europe during an experience of 3World in 4Time in pisky 

“Addingcombe”.  

Mick first met Sam on a flight to London. They were complete strangers yet on 

the aeroplane Mick and Sam felt as if they’d known each other all their lives.  

In Addingcombe (nullimaginative Surrey village made up by MJ for his 

Wellerverse soap opera) he wrote Sam and Mick as buddies who’d known each 

other for a hundred thousand years and more.  

Character Mick couldn’t forget Samuel Poitier. He only remembered 

Addingcombe as a place that weirded him out. What he could never forget was 

Sam’s overpowering desire to return to a make-believe Surrey village again.  



Sam Poitier returned to Addingcombe.  

And Mick Weller never heard from him again. Samuel L. Poitier had 

disappeared from the face of the earth. 

Did Poitier make it back to Addingcombe. Did he ever find Michelle Y. Jolly. 

If anyone had the answer it would be Inspector Pannifer . 

According to ‘Slow Science Fictions’ written by an English “Mick Weller” (Mick 

alterity Michael Weller) -- Inspector Pannifer had been stationed as a police 

officer in, of all places, Clearwater near Addingcombe.  ‘Fictions’ were the only 

item Mick wished to bring back home from England. The author’s coincidental 

name to his own arrested him. Mick found a set of zines hidden downstairs in a 

pre-loved section of the village bookshop named Titles.  

Twenty-two badly printed do-it-yourself lo-fi zines. Mick noted a website Space 

Opera (dot) com written in biro on the back of one entitled “Character 

Avatars”.  

He checked the interweb link from his view -- a Micropax CKC televisualiser55 

not patented or marketed by EarthCo when Mick and Sam visited Europe in 

2009 (Social Reality Earthtime). In Addingcombe Mick was told it was 2006 and 

saw for himself a calendar for that year hanging in the village pub. How did 

Pannifer figure that out Mick would ask the cop. 

On the wire Mick got through to Pannifer’s viEw55. 

     -- Jim, have got your viser on, asks Sue Pannifer his helpmeet. 

   What remained of human-being Jim Pannifer disliked the device planted into 

his occipital lobe. He blinked three times to activate it. 

Pannifer had become a cartoon kobald. A pokémonish kobot.  Jim spoke 

     -- There is no four digit Common Era calendar in otherworld reality -- 
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Front cover scan of Slow Science Fictions coda (October 2009) becoming part of Slow Fiction: twenty -three 

tales in a box (2001-2010)  
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A New York “Mick Weller” and a disappearing President (2) 

 

 

Mick spoke 

     -- Our coach broke down on a country road. Sam and I stumbled across a 

footpath leading to a cottage with a garden and an attractive girl rehearsing for 

some amateur play she was acting in – 

     -- Michelle Jolly playing Zoe Zephyr Secret Agent 69 -- 

   With his viEw55 Mick vardadded Pannifer’s study. Shelves of old hardback 

and 20th century paperback books in the background and the investigator’s 

vintage Micropax-87 perched on an overcrowded desk of notepads and cables. 

     -- You know her? – 

     -- Know her? You’ve forgotten I met you there, son. I  was at the wedding of 

Becky and Hussain.  You don’t remember me but I remember both of yous. 

Young yankee tourists stepping into a dreamtime reality they didn’t 

understand – 

     -- Sorry, I’m lost Detective Inspector. Why are you so sure I wouldn’t 

remember you? – 

     -- Because your memory of me and Addingcombe has been suppressed – 

     -- Forgive me Inspector. I just don’t get it – 

     -- Your memory has been suppressed in human waking life. The reality of 

Addingcombe is different from the reality you normally experience – 

     -- Yeah, I have dreamed about a weird village over the years but I never 

remember dreams – 

https://irp-cdn.multiscreensite.com/11aba95c/files/uploaded/Spurious%20Purple%20%28The%20old%20Smiler%20abandoned%20%40twilight%29%20no.%20008.pdf


     -- Suppressed on waking. Time is different here. You say you were a jobbing 

writer but don’t remember dreams -- Still your occupation. This writing – 

     -- Wow you remember so now I remember. I’m impressed, Inspector. And 

since those days in England yeah I have been writing geeky kinda stuff – 

     -- An effect of visiting Addingcombe. This year Addingcombe will breathe 

again in our common reality for twenty-three days. In an eternal deal made 

between the Divine Producer and Old Nick in their purgatorial marriage of 

heaven and hell natural reality in Addingcombe is permitted once every ten 

years. Which is why you’re contacting me this particular year. Same Anno 

Domini, Baisakhi, Bengali, Hebcal, Hijri --------------œœœœœœœœ ----------------

-- 

., 

     --  -- 

     -- What’s that noise, Inspector-- 

Mick’s and Pannifer’s visers silent. BlankӨ 

     -- Memories of Addingcombe flooding back to you -- 

     --  -- 



     -- What’s that WHIZ on the visers, Inspector – 

     -- SHAZAM!  – 

     -- Is that Captain Stelling – 

     -- No Mick, Captain Marvel— 

     -- Can’t see date even on magnified view--  

     -- Calendario Patafisico as we say in the Unit –  

     -- Geeky stuff! Yeah! It is coming back! Hey Inspector, I remember an ageing 

guy, an ancient hippy, telling me the same tall tale. He must have been about 

fifty in the 60s! I think that old weirdo spiked my beer in the village pub – 

     -- You’re sleep-talking – 

     -- Sam? Is he still there? In Addingcombe I mean? – 

     -- He’s here. But he’s not the same Sam --   

     -- Whadya mean, Inspector? He’s not the same Sam? – 

     -- I can’t help you using visers. You’ll need to make a further trip to 

Addingcombe. You’d better make it this year if you want to see President Sam 

L. Poitier again --   
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Front cover scan Slow Science Fictions no. 19 (October 2008) becoming part of Slow Fiction: twenty-three tales 

in a box (2001-2010)  
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Jeremy’s England 

 

 

 

 

Back cover scan A Pigment of Imagination, Visual Associations, September 2001  
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myeBlunderworld  

As young east Germans met young west Germans, chipping bits off Berlin Wall 

in 1989’s revolution, character Mick Weller drew weekly cartoon Blunderworld 

for failed British communist rag 7 Days nicknamed “Seven Gays” with a 

humorous nod to homosexual, lesbian, transgender staff & volunteers.  

In 2008 an innovative free-to-use social media publishing experiment was 

successfully completed by a team of young British-based developers chasing 

modernist lower case universal ‘my’ style spaces of “web 2.0”networked social 

individualism -- myebooks. And with collabarative help via telephone from 

myebooks’ Manchester director the present writer produced his first all singing 

all dancing, all digital bell-ringing home’baked screen readings -- ten of ‘em. 

 

The platform’s eCommerce app never functioned properly and in 2012 file 

updates stopped uploading . The company was unable to survive because 

myebooks had left out the raw cost of producing ePublications in its 

development plan. A new company stylized ‘MyeBook’ changed its mission 

statement to paid-up “business”model, dropping its free cloud – branding 

MyeBook Global Limited as providing a full service platform for “customers”.  

Unfortunately older myebook files operated by the original system were wiped 

without advanced notice: all ten books including Blunderworld disabled by 

MyeBook’s revised model. A few introductory screengrabs were swiftly made -

-- out-of-date, out-of-time -- frozen below like they’re still online  

https://irp-cdn.multiscreensite.com/11aba95c/files/uploaded/Spurious%20Purple%20%28Highways%20and%20byways%20of%20multiple%20prefaces%29%20no.%20009.pdf
http://www.myebook.com/index.php?erroraction=system_disabled&next_url=b3B0aW9uPWVib29rJmlkPTI4NTUz
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from R[EALING] studios 

 

 

 

 



 

 
Screengrabs from electronic books ‘Screen Reading 1’ and ‘Screen Reading 2’ (myebooks 2008) -- originals 

floating l ike John Beyond on freeclouds somewhere over the rainbow -- or deep undercover maybe 
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Did you mean: addiscombe 
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@wellerversal, Friday October 7 2016 

 

                    

 



  

 

    -- I know he's a little... over the top sometimes, it's not entirely my fault, he 

has a tendency... he, he's a stage actor. They say his Lear was the toast of 

Croydon, wherever that is. Anyway, the point is, ever since that big dude with 

the hammer fell out of the sky, subtlety's kinda had its day –  

dialogue extract featuring Marvel characters. Aldrich Kil lian addresses Tony Stark (Iron Man), referring to actor 

character Trevor Slattery in Marvel Cinematic Universe (MCU)’s Iron Man 3. 

  

 

   -- Power Man is the best superhero (other than the Cosmic Crusaders, of 

course!) -- matt martin 25/9/16 

 

 

 

i l los -- Mike Weller’s Space Opera, MJ Weller’s Slow Fiction and a Stan Lee POW! Entertainment screengrab rip 
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Did you mean Kreiden 

 

 

  
from Politiken (10/8/ 11) ripped for ‘The Superheroes of Croydon’ zine no.3  
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OFFICE UNKNOWN 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
The John Robbins Limited Original Comic Art Bedroom Gallery Addingcombe 
photo courtesy: two original watercolours by Ronan (Mindpuss) Kennedy  

 
 
 
On May 8 2014 (Social Reality Earthtime) original artworks from Mike Weller’s 
Space Opera and MJ Weller’s Slow Fiction publications were sent Royal Snail  to 
Ink Brick poetry cartoonist John Robbins in Dublin via original comic art 
collector late Sean Mac Roibin in dreamtime Ériu. 
 
After a three day delay the artworks hadn’t arrived in Dublin. Character Mike 
Weller decided they would have to be sent nullimaginatively to Sean in 
Addingcombe using Dreamtime transportation – the Somnambulance Special. 



>between location for film and film itself original artworks were transported  
between May 11– May 12 2014 (Social Reality Earthtime) by Somnambulance Special to the 
John Robbins Limited Original Comic Art Gallery Addingcombe > 
 
from SPURIOUS PURPLE no. 045 where Som(n)ambulance loses letter “n” (15/8/16) 

 
 
Email dialogue between Mike Weller and John Robbins on location for film -- 
 

May 11 2014 

More activity in the temporal world today, John! 

Undeliverable. 

The reason for the problem: 

5.1.0 - Unknown address error 550-"OU-002 (BAY0-MC3-F6) Unfortunately,  

messages from 62.24.128.242 weren't sent. Please contact your Internet  

service provider since part of their network is on our block list.  

...and here's that email to you that went astray earlier this morning... 
 
Your item, posted on 08/05/14 with reference LY546179803GB has arrived in OFFICE UNKNOWN and is being 
processed for delivery       
 

So another number to conjure with on Sunday!  
  

It's the 13-character tracking number I airsured the artworks with last Thursday the eighth. I really expected 
the packet to be with you on the ninth... 
  
A new story has emerged because I've had three days to wonder what the heck!   

  
So in the story, this number code (it's a barcode actually - bloody would be, wouldn't it...) enables entry into 
the third sphere of Reality of the wellerverse. With interactive hypercomic sequential narrative using access 
to 3World in 4Time is possible.   

  
In the story Spearate is  wild that Weller sent a Paradise drawing on a calendar day with the same number as 
M'wboe's house number (EIGHT). He sends some dark angels into the sphere of Social Reality (the Duchess  can 

get there without the Key to the Universe) using a Royal Mail barcode.  
  
They insured Paradise didn't reach you by any Sabbath day of the Book (that is, Friday the ninth, Saturday the 
tenth, Sunday the eleventh) as  Cosmic Crusader character Cliff of Albion thought it would in good faith.  

  
By acting as a superhero character it may be possible for you to help the Crusaders choose divine 
comedy over national tragedy. 

Paradise MUST reach you by tomorrow Monday the twelfth!  
 

Mike 
 
 
 
 

 

https://irp-cdn.multiscreensite.com/11aba95c/files/uploaded/Spurious%20Purple%20no.%20045.pdf
https://addingcombe.wordpress.com/2009/09/04/304/


May 11 2014 
 
Mike, it's an on-going battle against the combined might of Royal Mail, An Post and 
Michaeal Spearate, and time for a permanent Irish solution: the formation of a sovereign 
team of Ireland-based Not-So-Cosmic Crusaders! I will travel North to recruit friend and 

Orangeman, Andy Luke; and Colin Coates, captain of semi-professional football club 
Crusaders; and Eurovisionary and unofficial princess of Ireland, Dana; and Clif(f)tonville FC 

assistant manager, Tommie Breslin. In the Social Reality of these Not-So-Cosmic Crusaders, 
Paradise is the home ground of Glasgow football club, Celtic, and if Paradise will not come 

to this group of superheroes - John Robbins, Colin Coates, Dana, Tommie Breslin and the 
Orangeman Andy Luke - then they must go to Paradise. 

  
But let's see if the artwork shows up in the next couple of days first. I won't break out the 

Dramamine just yet! 
 

John 
 
  

May 12 2014  

 

Deadly stuff, Mike - the artwork arrived. The postman had just handed the package over 

when the heavens opened up and the rain absolutely pelted down. If thunder and lightning 
had followed, I probably wouldn't have risked opening the package [...] 

  
An act of (mic)turition near UNKNOWN in lowest sphere of reality, because Paradise arrived 

safely at destination. And no mustering of a little sturm und drang backup to base level 
Natural Reality? Threat of a Not-So-Cosmic Crusaders team-up must have really pissed 

Michaeal Spearate off! 
 

John 
 
 
May 19 2014 

 
I may have to rethink my picture-hanging strategy/placements […] 

John 

 

May 19 2014 

 
...those elliptic shots of Portraits page: book drawing particularly reminds - 

 
Pressing a complex permutation of numbers on a wall panel, the safe door opened [...] 

(Space Opera p.384)     
 

Beats Lewis’ Narnia family wardrobe. 



 
John, you've found the Key to the Universe through your bedroom wall.  
How many notches have you opened?!  
 
Mike 
 

 

May 20 2014 

Ah Mike, I’ve just tried pressing a few sequences of heads in that Fanzine Fiction portraits piece and 

no dice. 

John 

 

May 20 2014 

Didn’t mean those Fanzine Fiction portraits – meant space opera cover sketch behind 
(?thermoplastic green resin frame) -- top left space opera artist's book cartoon view55! 

 

Mike 
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Beat Generation Ballad  
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clickety-click 

 



 

Mike Weller, call him Mick for the fiction, moving on from his artist characters’ 

Gatch and Stelling’s penge and ink brick depiction of Eddie Mogil’s Addingcome 

village; volunteered to join EarthCo as a cultural worker. 

In 2009 Mick took a camcorder on the Somnambulance Special to turn Mogil’s 

1930s made-up Addingcombe Dreamtime into viEw55 moving images. EarthCo 

Entertainment recommended Mick use Google Earth for his selected locations. 

 

 

In Social Reality Earthtime Addingcombe was made an artists film at location 

Hawkswood Lane and four other places in Kent, Surrey, Funen and Toruñ.  

https://irp-cdn.multiscreensite.com/11aba95c/files/uploaded/kQ8eyzE1SuqqxEv3jsi4_Spurious%20Purple%20%28some%20test%20missing%201%29%20no.%20018.pdf
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picture shows 

 

  



 

 

 

 

MJ, working on Noughties slow science fictions, discovers a clipping among 

typewritten pages in one of character Mike Weller’s boxes left him by “Eddie 

Mogul”. With Mogil’s real Lithuanian-Jewish name being Eduard Mogilowski -- 

known communist 1933 (Social Reality Earthtime) – it’s possible Mogil may 

have written for picture-goer ‘zines as “Eddie” or “Edward Wood”. 

 

https://irp-cdn.multiscreensite.com/11aba95c/files/uploaded/bgFBzxrSxHye5fCil5DA_Spurious%20Purple%20%28Wellerversal%203%29%20no.%20033.pdf


 

 

‘Mogil’s complete papers’ extracted from Mike Weller’s Space Opera no. 1 “Ultimate Legend” March 1997.  

Cosmic Crusaders’ frontispiece stills and front cover scanned from Slow Science Fictions no. 17 (August 2008) 

becoming part of Slow Fiction: twenty-three tales in a box (2001-2010) 
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Sybil May litpo 

 

 

 

In 1969 character Sybil May gave Weller a twentieth century Kafka paperback. 

 

 

  

 

 

(using the front cover to test penge on inkbrick) 



 

 

In a 1970 fiction 60-year-old Sybil May gave Weller a second paperback. She 

inscribed his character’s forename in pencil on the title page 

 

 

In The Professor Weller found a 1930s revolutionary communist character he 

could liberate and sample for Slow Fiction years later. 

Rex Warner’s character was named Jinkerman.  

Sybil May, like Warner, was a communist.  



In that decade Sybil May, then in her early twenties, types for professional 

writers, journalists and poets.  

It’s part of her living. Work as a bookseller’s assistant is a labour of love and 

Sybil May’s love is literature.  

Sybil is an unpublished poet herself and organiser of Hampstead Writers’ Circle 

at Leo Waxman’s left-wing bookshop Titles. Sybil types poems ‘Light And Air’, 

‘Hymn’ and ‘Sonnet’ for Rex Warner. Every aspiring male writer was a poet in 

those days. Sybil also types for Eric Blair and Eduard Mogilowski. 

When Mogilowski retired in 1970 Sybil asked him if he wanted his old 

Remington portable typewriter he’d given her back.  

He said “Keep it”, and Sybil said, “I’d like to give it to a young artist, poet and 

cartoonist I know.” “Sure,” Mogilowski said, “That old typewriter was always 

yours to write on and anyone else you thought could use it.” 

What Weller was ignorant of when he received the typewriter from Sybil, was 

the knowledge he’d had worked as an illustrator and lettering artist for 

Mogilowski for five years in the publisher’s art studio without knowing it.  

Mogilowski had changed his name to Ed Mogil since the 30s and was boss of a 

company producing comic books. Eddie himself called his business Mogul 

Studios. 

Weller had been a jobbing commercial artist and in 1970 was presented with 

the poet and comic-book storyteller’s tool to write an entirely different 

occupation to the one he was living.  

So Weller made up his own universe. Filled with characters Jinkerman, Sybil 

May, Eduard Mogilowski and dozens of others authored by an old surname 

popularized by Charles Dickens with a new socialized 1960s forename “Mike” 

or “Mick” to write and draw it.  

    

 



 

“image comic” detail  scanned from ‘Metrobolist5’ (HomeBaked Books February 2015)  
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Somnambulance Special 

 

 

                                                               

    



 
 
Line drawing and four-panel continuity strip extracted from Mike Weller’s Space Opera no. 5 “Cliff Sings” 
(March 1998) 
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Did you mean: metropolis 

 

 

 

 

Back cover scan Metrobolist 4 ‘On the Theme of Light and Dark (docu-track)’ HomeBaked January 2015  
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#confidence-man: his masquerade 

 
‘casual reading 5’ first appeared in AND #13 (sans imprint artzine, July 2010)  
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